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from the President

by James G. Boyle, MSADA President

Give a Little, Get a Lot

DEAC is one of the most important ways we can stay
invested in what happens on Capitol Hill

M

oney is supposed to be a taboo subject. In this
case, at least, we need to get over it and talk about how our
money is – for better or for worse – one of the best ways to
communicate with our representatives on Capitol Hill. DEAC
exists for us as dealers to collectively work for the election of
U.S. Representatives and Senators across the country who will
support our dealership issues.
We have tried in the past not to make our efforts to get more
contributions to DEAC not seem like yet another pledge drive
from WGBH. But we definitely need to work harder to make
sure that everyone in our community understands how critical
it is to donate to our politician’s campaign committees.
It’s easy to write-off the idea of giving money to a national
organization that in turn spends it on candidates who you may
not particularly like. Or, there’s the fact that we all pay those
legislators enough, through our tax dollars. But that’s a shortsighted view that discounts even the most basic aspects of how
Washington works.
Why should the way Washington works matter to you, a
car dealer in Massachusetts? Think about the past year, and
how nearly everything that has happened could be traced
to Capitol Hill. Exactly a year ago this month our industry
changed forever. But it’s people like you and me who define
what the industry is, and what was going on in D.C. really had
everything to do with us.
But we’re not just talking about the past year. We’re
talking about right now. As I write this, the much talked
about Brownback amendment is keeping NADA and dealers
across the country on high-alert. It’s times like this when the
relationships we’ve created with our legislators matter the
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most. Because, ultimately, choices on Capitol Hill usually
mean someone wins and someone loses.
As dealers who have weathered tough economic times, an
administration that seems adversarial to our very existence,
and manufacturers that seem all too willing to sacrifice us for
no reason, we cannot afford to lose battles like this one.
When you receive our DEAC solicitation, please take a
moment to write out a personal check and mail it in. (DEAC
takes credit card payments, too.)
For more information about DEAC, feel free to contact me
or NADA Director Ray Ciccolo at rjciccolo@aol.com.

Good News/ Bad News for
Manufacturers
A little less than a year after emerging from bankruptcy, GM
made positive headlines recently with its announcement that
it made $900 million in profit for the first quarter of 2010.
Obviously, this is something for GM dealers to feel good
about.
We all know, however, that the struggle for GM dealers is
far from over. As the arbitration process continues to unfold,
dealers here in Massachusetts are still wading through
uncertainty. We at the Association are still here to help.
The news that continues to emerge about Toyota’s recall
issues has certainly not been helping those of us charged with
selling them, especially leading up to what should be the best
months of the year.
As I’ve said before, I want to encourage Toyota dealers to do
everything they can to stay ahead of the curve. While what’s
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“Why should the way Washington
works matter to you, a car dealer
in Massachusetts? Think about
the past year, and how nearly
everything that has happened
could be traced to Capitol Hill.”
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Msada Board
Barnstable County
Gary Beard, Dick Beard Chevrolet

Berkshire County
[Open]

Bristol County
Shawn O’Hara, O’Hara Mazda

Essex County
William DeLuca, Woodworth Motors
Ann Regan Flynn, Regan Ford, Inc.

Franklin County
Steven Lorenz, Don Lorenz, Inc.

Hampden County
happening is certainly a significant setback, we should remember that
there is always opportunity in crisis, so to speak. Being able to address
customers’ concerns is, as we know, one of the best ways in making sure
they feel as though we are taking care of them.
No matter how things are unfolding, it’s important to remember
that in addition to the macro concerns that play out in Detroit and on
Capitol Hill, we at your Association are committed to helping dealers
in Massachusetts control their own fate. Stay tuned for more updates on
how we are going about doing so, while we continue to fight for you at
our own capital.

Jack Sarat, Jr., Sarat Ford

Hampshire County
[Open]

Middlesex County
James Boyle, Tuck’s Trucks
Chris Connolly Jr., Herb Connolly Motors
Scott Dube, Bill Dube Hyundai

Norfolk County
Jack Madden, Jr., Jack Madden Ford
Charles Tufankjian, Toyota Scion of Braintree

Plymouth County
Scott Shulman, Best Chevrolet

Annual Meeting/Preview Night 2010
With this year’s MSADA Annual Meeting and New England
International Auto Show Preview Night six months away, your
Association has begun preparations for what promises to be one of the
most exciting times we’ve had at these events.
With the Auto Show again taking place at the Boston Convention
and Exhibition Center, we have decided to continue to host our Annual
Meeting at the same venue. This year, our theme will be “Passport to the
Future” – and we plan to highlight the places across the world, and here
in the U.S., that make up our industry.
More details about this year’s events will be coming as we get closer
to November 30, but rest assured we have a fantastic line-up of speakers
and the Auto Show promises to be strong. As always, it will be the best
opportunity of the year for you to connect with fellow dealers.
For our Associate Members, I would encourage those of you interested
in learning about sponsorship opportunities for both the Annual Meeting
and Preview Night to contact Martha Bogart at mbogart@msada.org.

t
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Suffolk County
Robert Boch, Expressway Toyota

Worcester County
Joel Baker, Baker Cadillac
Steven Sewell, Westboro Mitsubishi

Medium/Heavy-Duty Truck Dealer
Director-at-Large
Christine Alicandro, Marty’s GMC Isuzu

Immediate Past President
Dana S. Goodfield, Dana Automotive

NADA Director
Raymond Ciccolo, Village Auto Group

Officers
President, James G. Boyle
Vice President, Scott Dube
Treasurer, Jack Madden, Jr.
Clerk, Chris Connolly, Jr.
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Legislative Action

Legislative
Kudzu
by Robert O’Koniewski, Esq.
MSADA Executive Vice President

I

f you have spent any time in the Deep South,
you for sure would have noticed a pesky yet hardy vine-like plant growing everywhere and anywhere – kudzu. Japanese in origin and introduced
here at the time of our country’s Centennial, the
plant, if left unchecked, can envelope and overwhelm anything in its path – houses, trucks, tractors, furniture, statues – anything. Drive around
the back roads and you can see barely discernible outlines of shacks and abandoned vehicles
completely covered in the weed. Historically, the
plant was used to battle soil erosion and a food
source for livestock. Over time, it has become
the bane of homeowners and farmers alike.
Unfortunately for our industry, the current
federal government is becoming our very own
kudzu – getting more intrusive by the day. Starting with the Obama auto task force in early 2009,
which did not have one person on it with auto
industry experience and had at least one person
who did not even own a car, continuing through
the GM and Chrysler expedited bankruptcies
that led to the closure of at least 2,000 dealerships across the country, leading to government
sponsored arbitrations designed to give dealers a
chance to get their dealerships re-instated, it has
been one heck of a ride over the last 17 months.
Now the latest battle we are facing is over this
so-called Wall Street reform bill that the House
passed in December and the Senate followed suit
with its own version on May 20. Fortunately for
dealers, the House version contains the Campbell amendment, which would exempt auto dealMAY 2010
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erships from the redundant regulatory scheme
designed to attack the excesses of Wall Street
that led to the financial industry’s crisis in 2008
that further exacerbated our current recession.
Unfortunately for dealers, the Senate version of
the consumer financial protection bill does not
contain the dealership exemption.
What the Senate did do on May 24, however, is pass a “motion to instruct conferees” that
would encourage the Senate conferees resolving
the differences between the two bills to support
the inclusion of the Campbell amendment in the
final conference committee report. The 60-30
bipartisan vote (37 Republicans, including Scott
Brown, in favor joined by 23 Democrats, including John Kerry) did signal that a strong majority
of the Senate did not buy the Obama argument
that dealers are the same as street corner payday lenders, check cashers, and other con men in
trench coats and fedoras.
Never mind that auto dealers already confront
a host of federal and state laws, regulations, and
regulators on a daily basis. Obama and his cohorts were not going to rest until the dreaded
auto dealers were placed in the death grip of the
Bureau/Agency of Consumer Financial Protection; they were bound and determined to snuff
out affordable auto financing options for car
buyers that dealers help facilitate on behalf of
their customers. The on-going credit crisis has
tamped down any real potential growth in vehicle sales as well as the ability of dealers to obtain
floorplan lending. Now the feds want to make it

MSADA
even harder for your customer to obtain
what credit is actually out there to make
that purchase.
It makes one wonder just what happened to this guy to be so angry at dealers?
The entire Wall Street reform bill is
now in the hands of a Congressional
conference committee to iron out the
differences between the House and Senate bills. Please keep an eye out for our
bulletins on this subject. Your phone
calls, e-mails, and dealer visits to Senators Kerry and Brown were instrumental
in the overall lobbying efforts by your
colleagues across the country to deliver
an overwhelming 60-30 vote in favor of
the dealership exemption. Now we need
to play this game out through the nine
innings of the legislative process to ensure inclusion of the Campbell amendment in the final bill. Stay tuned.

The Gift That Keeps
On Giving
It did not take long for those actually
reading the over 2,500-page Obamacare
health “reform” law (technically, the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act”)
to start revealing the many quirks contained within its byzantine complexity of
provisions. One such item is the so-called
“corporate reporting” requirement that
will place a new tax-filing burden on small
businesses like auto dealerships. And it
is one that really has nothing to do with
health care or the insurance coverage you
provide your employees.
Under the Obamacare law, businesses
will have to send Form 1099s for every
business-to-business transaction of $600
or more in a tax year – just what you
need: a whole new paperwork nightmare
especially for entities that do not have
the manpower or resources to handle it.
The mandate takes effect in 2012. It is
intended to raise an additional $17 billion over ten years in new federal revenue. And, of course, the IRS will have to
develop and issue regulations to implement this.
Before the ink was barely dry on the

law, Congressman Dan Lundgren (RCalifornia) filed the Small Business
Paperwork Mandate Elimination Act,
which would remove this provision from
the health care legislation. Various business lobbying groups are already lining
up to support repeal through the Lundgren bill. I wonder what other shoes are
to drop under Obamacare.

Small Employer Group
Insurance
In the March Auto Dealer magazine,
I wrote about pending legislation that
would allow association members to be
grouped together into a small business
health plan in an effort to strengthen negotiations with one or more carriers for
the issuance of health benefit plans that
cover employees of qualified association
members and their dependents. Presently, due to the manner in which rates
are set by the health insurance companies, our 420 new car and truck dealer
members do not have the collective negotiation power that a large corporate
employer would have. As a result, our
member dealers’ health insurance costs
are higher and the yearly increases much
steeper than those experienced by large
employers or those in the public sector
in the GIC system through the state or
municipal set-up.
On May 18, the Massachusetts Senate
took up legislation designed to institute
health care cost controls. The bill primarily focused on promising small business
health insurance premium cost relief of
between 10 and 15 percent by assessing
hospitals $100 million and funneling
the money to subsidize employer premiums. During the Senate debate, Senator Steve Baddour (D-Methuen) offered
an amendment modeled on the pending
small business health plan legislation
we and other retail groups supported
that was reported favorably out of the
Joint Committee on Financial Services
in March. After considerable debate and
strong opposition from health insurance companies, the Senate approved a
re-drafted amendment that would allow
www.msada.org
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for the creation of four small business
group purchasing cooperatives for associations, to be approved by the Commissioner of Insurance, limited to 15,000
lives each. Subsequently, the full Senate
approved the overall legislation, which
is a stated priority of Senate President
Therese Murray.
The legislation now goes to the
House, where Speaker Robert DeLeo
has expressed reservations on the issue due to its complexity and lateness
in the legislative session. Speculation
indicates that this bill may be part of
the end-of-session horse trading, as the
Speaker awaits how the Senate handles
the House’s casino legislation that includes the institution of slot machines at
the four race tracks, a Speaker priority.

93B, RTR
Recently, Representative Bill Bowles
(D-Attleboro), the appointed chair of the
93B subcommittee of the Joint Committee on Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure, convened all the interested parties to our auto dealer franchise
law legislation (Senate 2346) to discuss
the bill’s potential progress. Your MSADA representatives and the Alliance presented a summary of the issues where
the parties are in agreement and the few
items that are in dispute. We continue to
work out our differences in the proposed
bill with the manufacturers and will
keep you abreast of developments.
At press time the so-called “right to
repair” legislation was still sitting in the
Senate Committee on Bills in the Third
Reading, a procedural stop as the parties
continue to battle and lobby Senators.
We are continuing with our joint effort
with the OEMs and certain independent
repair groups to defeat this legislation in
the Senate at this time. We will keep you
informed of any events as they occur.

t
MSADA Executive Vice President
Robert O’Koniewski can be reached at
rokoniewski@msada.org
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by Michael T. O’Neil, Esq.

Transitioning Your Business to the Next Generation
Mike O’Neil is a business
attorney with Schlossberg
& Associates, LLC and
can be reached at moneil@
sabusinesslaw.com.

Depending on which statistics you
want to rely on, roughly 70% of family
businesses fail in the hands of the second
generation and 90% fail in the hands of the
third generation. Some studies show higher
rates of failure and some show lower rates,

tax bill.” Typically, when family businesses
are transitioned to the next generation,
parents are paid for the business. The
amount of the purchase price is either fair
market value, something below fair market
value or something above fair market value.
The purchase price is usually set by family
dynamics rather than a free-market supply
and demand model. If mom and dad need
some extra money to get them the house in
Florida, then the purchase price is affected
upward. If a high purchase price would
only mean an estate tax issue for mom and
dad, then the purchase price is affected
downward. This latter scenario is the most
common and the most important to plan for.

“Saddling the next generation
with insurmountable debt on
Day One is a sure fire way
to turn the family business
into another statistic of failed
generational transfer.”
but the point is clear, most family businesses
do not survive generational transitions.
The reasons these businesses fail are too
numerous to discuss in this article and some
are simply uncontrollable, e.g., market
shifts, business life cycles, personality
issues, family relationship issues, etc. This
article is dedicated to a brief discussion of
one particular reason for failure that can be
planned for in advance: buyout structure
and financing.
I often get the question from family
business owners: “Why can’t I simply gift
my business to my children?” The simple
answer is, “You can, if you want a big giftMAY 2010

Transitioning the family business at
a purchase price at fair market value or
above often puts too much stress on the
business’ cash flow particularly given that
payments for stock are not deductible for
tax purposes (i.e., the children have to earn
approximately $1.65 for every $1.00 they
need to repay to parents). The best chance of
the business’ survival is to reduce the stress
on cash flow by transition the business at
a price below market value (this obviously
assumes that mom and dad are willing to
take a purchase price below market value).
This typically involves various planning
techniques involving a combination of
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gifting and seller financed loans.
Anytime that you are making a below
market transfer, there are complicated tax
issues that need to be addressed. These are
best addressed at least a year or two prior
to the actual transition of the business. For
example, we recently transitioned a family
owned car dealership from father to son.
They had been working together for 20
years and everyone agreed it was time for
son to take the reins. For two years prior
to the transfer we gifted the maximum
amount of equity ownership we could
to son without incurring gift tax. Then
at closing, we transferred the remaining
equity ownership in the dealership to son
and father took back a self cancelling
promissory note for the entire purchase
price. A self-cancelling note is cancelled
if the lender dies prior to full repayment.
In order to supplement the father’s income,
the dealership hired him as an employee
to perform management services. Dad’s
salary became a deductible expense to
the dealership which helped cash flow.
It also allowed Dad and Mom to stay on
the company’s health insurance program
which was an important issue for them.
The bottom line is that there are numerous
planning techniques utilized to transition
a family owned business in the most
tax efficient manner while maximizing
the next generation’s opportunity for
success. Saddling the next generation
with insurmountable debt on Day One is
a sure fire way to turn the family business
into another statistic of failed generational
transfer.
Planning well in advance and leveraging
all of your professional services providers
(i.e., lawyers, accountants and financial
advisors) in the process is important. Every
family and business is unique, however,
transitioning a family business to the next
generation only happens once in a lifetime
and so it should be done correctly, with
proper planning and with professional
advice.

t

Sound Off

MSADA

Benchmarks of Dealership Values
in an Ever Changing Industry
by Nancy Phillips
While I normally write this column several times a year, my
pen was silenced in 2009 by the desecration of the economy
and, along with it, our industry. According to Automotive
News, our dealer count during that time was reduced by 9
percent. While I fear that will prove to be understated, the fact
remains that fewer dealerships mean very bad news to some
dealers and very good news to others.
Putting forth on dealership values is a sensitive thing – and
while my own business suffered hand in hand with the rest
of our industry, we nevertheless managed to find buyers for
dealerships during this last year – albeit not quite as prolifically
as before.
New trends previously hinted at have proven to be accurate
and our current thinking on what will be a good investment
tomorrow is based on what has transpired in the last 18 months.
As a direct result of industry turmoil, the values of two imports
in particular – Volkswagen and Subaru – continue to increase
and deliver greater amounts of goodwill than they have before.
The desirability of certain domestics has increased after the
sudden death experience of 2009 to the point where value is
higher for Ford than it has been over the last several years and
coming moderately back for at least one other – Chevrolet.
Recessionary times remain and while it is possible they
continue for several years, it seems more likely that we will
emerge gradually over time through a protracted period of

“The desirability of certain domestics
has increased after the sudden death
experience of 2009 to the point where
value is higher for Ford than it has been
over the last several years.”
slow growth. For dealers contemplating selling, this is a good
indication that there are buyers available to purchase as well as
a reminder to not overprice your opportunity. And for buyers
it is equally good because a tight economy often means more
realistic sellers.
The transactions featured herein tell an interesting story
about our ever changing industry. Reflecting on values past,
one can almost say that Subaru and Volkswagen have tripled in
value, the stellar imports like Honda and Toyota have declined
moderately while domestics, with the exception of Ford, have
seen the greatest decline.

Benchmarks Chart Information Description:
Business Value (BV) – As a percent of total revenues –
Means the percent of intangible business value exclusive of
the actual value for all other business assets.
Business Value PNVR – Per new vehicle retailed –
Means the dollar amount of intangible business value
(exclusive of all other business assets) per new vehicle retailed.

t

Recent Dealership Transactions

Franchise
Subaru
Subaru
Volkswagen
Ford
Volkswagen
Audi
Volkswagen

Trade Area

Business
Value
PNVR

Business
Value

Individual
Individual
Individual
Small Group
Small Group

50,000
250,000
1,000,000
50,000
250,000

$1,136
$2,466
$2,083
$2,804
$2,670

3.3%
3.6%
4.0%
4.2%
4.5%

Small Group

1,000,000

$2,336

5.5%

Buyer Type

Nancy Phillips Associates
specializes
in sales, acquisitions
and evaluations of
franchised automobile
dealerships. She can
be reached at auto@
nancyphillips.com.

Do you have an opinion you want to share? Send submissions to tnash@msada.org.
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Safety Recalls

How to respond to help keep your business and your customers protected

By Steven Megee

Steven Megee is regional sales manager
at t h e F r a m i n g h a m R e g i o n a l O ff i c e f o r
Z u r i c h N o rt h A m e r i c a C o mm e r c i a l ’ s
P r o g r a ms & D i r e c t M a r k e t s ’ b u s i n e ss u n i t .

When a safety recall is issued by an
auto manufacturer, potential risks can extend beyond the manufacturer and affect
other automotive businesses.
It’s important for automotive businesses to have a plan-of-action in place to help
address potential issues arising from recalls that can have an immediate impact on
their inventory or fleet. This column will
provide recommendations to help auto
dealers, fleet managers and service and repair shops respond to auto safety recalls.

When to go public
Many vehicle issues affect non-safety
related systems and can be addressed during regular vehicle maintenance service
visits. However, when defects affect the
safety components or systems on specific
models, or models manufactured during
specific model years, manufacturers must
take action to warn owners and the public
of potential safety concerns.
To communicate this information,
manufacturers are required to file a public report describing the safety-related
defect or non-compliance with a motor
vehicle safety standard, the corrective
action being taken and provide warnings
to the public, and any involved or related
parties. Manufacturers also need to notify
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration of any vehicle safety recalls.

Addressing the problem
First and foremost, we encourage you
to follow the manufacturers’ advice and
prioritize the repair of consumer vehicles
first, followed by dealer inventory.
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If you operate a dealership, you should
be prepared to establish a specific action
plan on how to implement, check and verify that the repairs were performed correctly and completely. Detailed service
and repair records should be maintained,
copied and stored electronically with the
necessary backup in place to reproduce
the records in the event of a fire or other
possible physical damage.
A detailed process of service and repair
records should include who fixed the car,
what procedures and tests were completed and by whom, when they were com-

If you are a franchised dealer not affiliated with the recalling manufacturer, send
all used/pre-owned inventories affected
by the recall and to an authorized repair
facility.
Suspend the use of recalled demonstrators, service loaners and furnished autos
to employees, clients, family members,
institutions, sponsored events and any
other individual or business.
Suspend the practice of test drives on
affected inventory.
Recall any rental fleet vehicles in use
from the factory or that you independent-

•
•
•

“A detailed process of service and
repair records should include who
fixed the car, what procedures and
tests were completed and by whom,
when they were completed, and a
confirmation of the work by the
service manager to verify it was
done correctly.”
pleted, and a confirmation of the work by
the service manager to verify it was done
correctly. Documentation of the process
will help ensure your dealership is following the manufacturers’ instructions.

Recommendations

Due to the quickly changing circumstances and complexities of recalls, dealers should consider the following actions
until appropriate repairs can be made:
Do not sell, rent, loan or lease any of
the recalled vehicles, new or used.

•
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ly own and rent as part of a fleet rental
program.
Notify customers bringing recalled vehicles into your business for service that
their vehicle is subject to the recall, and
make repairs immediately. In addition,
you should provide customers with a
printed recall notification and ask them to
sign a disclosure statement acknowledging receipt.
Continually monitor the manufacturer’s Web site for the latest information

•

•

t
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Red Flags Enforcement Begins (Really)
by
Frank O’Brien
Frank O’Brien is a principal at O’Connor &
Drew, P.C and is director of the internal audit
and fraud division.

After several delays, the June 1 deadline for dealerships to
comply with the Red Flags Rule is rapidly approaching. Those
who have taken the necessary steps will be in good shape to handle the challenges that lie ahead. Those who have waited to get
started have their work cut out for them, and there is no time like
the present to get started.
The Red Flags Rule requires dealerships to develop, implement and document policies and procedures designed to prevent,
detect and respond to identity theft – one of the fastest growing
crimes in the world today. It should be noted that the Red Flags
Rule is separate and independent of the FTC’s Safeguards Rule,
which requires dealers to protect customer information.

Requirements
The goal is to avoid becoming the subject of those headlines.
Compliance with the rule requires dealers to:
1) Identify “red flags” (indications of the potential existence of
identity theft);
2) Develop policies and procedures to detect, prevent and respond to those “red flags” and document those polices and
procedures in an “Identity Theft Prevention Program;”
3) Update the program periodically to reflect new risks.

Steps to Compliance
The FTC requires documentation of each of these steps in the
dealership’s Identity Theft Prevention Program:
1) Designate a compliance officer and/or program manager to
oversee the compliance effort;
2) Determine “covered accounts;”
3) Perform a risk assessment to identity potential “red flags;”
4) Develop policies and procedures to detect, prevent and respond to those “red flags;”
5) Draft the Identity Theft Prevention Program;
6) Employee training (specifically the sales and finance managers);
7) Obtain written documentation from service providers that assist in the opening of “covered accounts;”

8) Senior Management or Board of Directors must sign off approval of Identity Theft Prevention Program;
9) Prepare annual compliance reports to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

Red Flags Explained
It seems overwhelming, but it is a requirement for all automotive dealers. The key is taking the necessary steps to verify the
customer is who he or she claims to be. The FTC has grouped the
types of “red flags” into five different categories:
Alerts or notifications from Credit Reporting Agencies.
This is most commonly seen in the form of a fraud or active duty
alert. If a customer has placed a fraud alert on his or her credit
report, the end user must contact the customer through the phone
number listed on the credit report to obtain authorization before
opening the account. Since the end user is truly the bank or financial institution, they should contact the customer to obtain the
authorization. However, the dealership is also under the requirements of the Red Flags Rule and should not proceed with the
finance or lease agreement until authorization has been granted.
Suspicious documents. The information that the customer
provides to the dealership often does not agree with the credit
report. Under the Red Flags Rule, the dealer is required to obtain
additional documentation to verify the identity of the customer.
If there is a substantial difference between the address provided
by the customer and the address on the credit report, the credit
reporting agency will issue a Notice of Address Discrepancy,
which requires the dealership to obtain proof of residency consisting of a utility bill, real estate tax bill, condo fee bill, etc.
Suspicious identifying information. The rule requires that
dealership personnel diligently review the photo identification
of the customer to ensure that the photograph resembles the customer’s appearance, the identification appears reasonably valid
and it is not expired. This seems pretty basic and straightforward;
however, it is crucial that the finance and sales personnel do not
get lazy in this area – the dealer could get burned.
Suspicious activity surrounding a “covered account.” All
suspicious activity should be immediately reported to management.
Notices from customers, victims of identity theft or law enforcement agencies regarding the possibility of identity theft.
If the dealership is notified of the potential existence of identity
theft by an outside party, management should investigate the
claim to verify its validity and inform all personnel.
Once the dealership properly identifies the “red flags” and designs policies and procedure to prevent, detect, and respond to
them, the next step is to train the sales and finance personnel on
the new policies and procedures.

t
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Making
Your Voice
Heard
Why contributing to DEAC
should be on your priority list
by Tom Nash
In a political climate that is becoming more polarized by the day, the cliché “money
talks” has never been more apt. In the past year, even in the past few weeks, it’s become
increasingly clear that dealers can’t afford to be ignored.
The Dealers Election Action Committee is the mechanism for dealers from across the
country to make sure that their voices are heard in Washington. The DEAC Presidents
Club members of Massachusetts hope that this year more of their fellow dealers will
realize the importance of contributing.
“There should be no more evident reason than what
has occurred in the last year in terms of why people need
to be DEAC members,” Minuteman Trucks owner Dick
Witcher said.
Most importantly, he noted, last year it was the
relationships that members of Congress had with dealers
in their districts – not manufacturers – that kept issues
like franchise arbitration and Cash for Clunkers on the
table.
“By participating in the DEAC political action
committee and contributing to campaigns,” Witcher said, “you’re able to get access to
them regarding issues important to us as dealers.”

The Cheapest Insurance
Village Automotive Group owner Ray Ciccolo has understood the relationship that
money – and access – has played in politics for more than 10 years.
“The cheapest insurance that anybody could possibly get is to be a member of
the DEAC Presidents Club,” NADA Director and 10-year Presidents Club Member
Ray Ciccolo said. “Most of these dealerships are a million dollar investment. This is
miniscule when you consider what you get in return.”

MAY 2010
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“We have a
government that
thinks it knows
our business
better than
we do.”
– C harles R ibakoff
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DEAC Presidents Club 2009

Ray Ciccolo
Village Automotive Group

Dick Witcher
Minuteman Trucks

Charles Ribakoff
Harr Motor Group

Bill DeLuca
Woodworth Motors

James G. Boyle
Tuck’s Trucks, Inc.

Murray Patkin, Lexus/Toyota of Watertown [not pictured]

Joining the Presidents Club is a $5,000 initial contribution,
followed by $2,500 a year. In addition to the recognition,
members enjoy a special hospitality suite when NADA hosts
functions in Washington.
Ciccolo stressed that all of the money DEAC raises goes to
candidates, instead of administrative fees.
“This is the biggest bang for the buck they can possibly get,”
he added. “We have an administration that is very anti-business.
We need all the money we can to support candidates that have a
pro-business bent.”
Ciccolo noted this is especially true in a state represented
by House Financial Services Chairman Barney Frank, who
sometimes
shows support
for dealers by
staying out
of legislative
battles.
One
example,
Ciccolo said, is
an amendment
to the Financial
Reform Bill
that would
have kept
NADA Director Ray Ciccolo with Massachusetts dealers out of
Senator Scott Brown.
the Consumer
Financial Protection Agency. “Although he didn’t vote for us on
the Campbell amendment, he promised us that he wouldn’t fight
against us, which was just as important as voting for it.”
Other successes are more visible. In December 2009, when
Massachusetts State Senator Scott Brown was still widely
considered a long-shot candidate in the special election for the
U.S. Senate, DEAC, on your Association’s recommendation,
gave him the maximum-allowable $5,000.
MAY 2010
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Scott Brown is, of course, an exception in a state dominated
by Democrats who Ciccolo says often see issues differently
than dealers. That makes DEAC much more important for
Massachusetts, he argues, than in states where support can be
taken for granted.
“The fact is we’re learning to work with our representatives,
and communicate with them,” he said. “Although their record
isn’t stellar, it could be worse.”

‘Times have never been
so critical’
Bill DeLuca, Woodworth Motors owner and MSADA
Director, agrees.
“We’ve got to make sure our legislators know that we are
keeping track of what’s going on down there,” DeLuca said.
“The bottom line is, if you aren’t arguing your side of an issue,
you’re letting the other side win by default.”
While Massachusetts hit its fundraising goal last year, and
this year isn’t expected to be different, Witcher noted the
Commonwealth is far from the top in terms of contribution
levels.
Charles Ribakoff, a 10-year Presidents Club member, said
contributions could increase with more interaction among
fellow dealers. Especially in the current economy, he said, it’s
more important than ever to stick together.
“We have a government that thinks it knows our business
better than we do,” he said. “It’s important to have as many
other voices in the conversation as you can.”
“I think it’s time to get all the dealers in Massachusetts to
contribute,” Ciccolo concluded. “Times have never been so
critical. There’s such an anti-dealer atmosphere out there that
we really need dealers to get behind this.”
For more information about contributing to DEAC, contact
deac@nada.org or rjciccolo@aol.com.
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How Much Would You Pay?

by Dick
Witcher

Assume an outside organization like your OEM
or a government body was about to require your
dealership to hire a clerk and add to your dealer
management system without any benefit to your
business. How much effort or money would you put
in to avoid that continuing $30,000 per year expense?
I am a politics addict. My most frequently used
links are to political websites, and I’m constantly
tuned-in to political talk radio. I watch the Sunday
morning shows like “Meet the Press,” and I get
involved by lobbying on Capitol Hill. I have even
read major parts of the Health Care Act. I am a real
druggie when it comes to staying connected. But you
would have knocked my socks off if you said every
business in the U.S. will soon need to submit a Form
1099 to the IRS for purchases over $600.
After I read an article from Web news source
Truckinginfo that a part of the new health care
reform bill requires exactly that, I kicked-off a
number of exchanges with the great Staff at NADA/
ATD. I started simply by asking if we will have to

Dick Witcher is Vice
Chairman of ATD and
Dealer
Principal
at
Minuteman Trucks, Inc.

“

just to contract workers but to any individual or
corporation from which they buy more than $600 in
goods or services in a tax year. It is allegedly going
to raise an additional $17 Billion over 10 years, as
part of the way to “pay” for the bill. As this article
notes, there have already been efforts to repeal this,
but no news on Rep. Lundgren’s bill yet. Hopefully
they will see the light before 2012. Note also that
the IRS will have to develop and issue regs for this
- probably sometime next year if nothing changes
-- which will at least be subject to public comment.
Later, they added:
The new law does require that businesses issue
1099s to corporations, with the exception of any tax
exempt corporations, starting with payments made
in 2012. In addition, the new law requires you to
report gross proceeds and consideration paid for
property. This is an expansion of the current reporting
requirements which are mainly for services. We are
waiting for the IRS to issue further guidance on this.
I sent the more detailed information to the MSADA
Office – it is available
from Executive Vice
President
Robert
O’Koniewski. None of
the DMS suppliers (of
which I am aware) have
the ability to report this
information; so at first
blush I don’t think they
will give it to us for free.
If we need to report for
each transaction – for
most of us – it will mean
thousands of 1099s and
an additional clerk in
the admin office.
Now how much
would you be willing to
pay to avoid this misery
and expense? This is just one of the reasons why
I am a member of the Presidents Club of DEAC,
which you can read more about on page 14. DEAC
will continue to make sure our representatives on
the Hill know how difficult changes like this are for
our country’s small businesses. In the meantime, I
encourage you to stay informed about this issue and
to consider contributing to DEAC.

Every business in the
U.S. will need to submit
a Form 1099 to the
IRS for purchases over
$600.

”

submit a 1099 for every purchase of more than $600
to the IRS starting in 2012.
Here is the response:
Short answer appears to be that this is technically
correct - this is one of likely many “surprises” in
the health care bill. It comes from Section 9006 of
the bill -- just a few lines buried in the 2,409-page
document -- which mandates that beginning in 2012
all companies will have to issue 1099 tax forms not

t
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from Around
the Horn

DETROIT

GM Posts $865-Million in First
Quarter
BURLINGTON

Youkilis Becomes Herb
Chambers Spokesman
Red Sox star Kevin Youkilis recently signed a twoyear endorsement deal with Herb Chambers, agreeing
to appear in commercials and provide autographed
memorabilia to dealerships.
The price? A two-year lease on an Audi A8 from
Chambers’ Burlington dealership. (Left to Right)
Audi Burlington GM George Chambers, Kevin
Youkilis and Herb Chambers, with an Audi A8.

MAY 2010

GM executives announced this month that the company had earned
$865 million in profit during the first quarter of 2010, its first profit since
2007. The numbers signal a major shift for GM, which emerged from
bankruptcy in July 2009 and reported a yearly loss of $4.3 billion.
“We’re pleased with our first-quarter performance, in particular achieving
profitability,” Chris Liddell, GM vice chairman and chief financial officer,
said in a statement. “In North America we are adding production to keep up
with strong demand for new products in our four brands. We’re also steadily
growing in emerging markets, keeping our costs under control, generating
positive cash flow and maintaining a strong balance sheet. These are all important steps as we lay the foundation for a successful GM.”
In the meantime, numerous GM dealerships that received wind-down
letters last June, many of whom were profitable, multi-generational
shops, are slogging their way through the arbitration process that dealers
fought to become law in December 2009, in spite of President Barack
Obama’s opposition.
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WASHINGTON

Toyota Pays Record Fine over
Safety Disclosure
Toyota announced late last month it will pay a record $16.4 million
fine to the US National High Traffic Safety Administration because it
delayed recalling several models over a potential accelerator issue.
In a statement, the company said it would pay the fine—the maximum
allowed by law and the largest the regulator has ever sought—“to avoid
a protracted dispute and possible litigation.”
“We did not try to hide a defect to avoid dealing with a safety problem,”
the statement added.
“I am pleased that Toyota has accepted responsibility for violating
its legal obligations to report any defects promptly,” US Transportation
Secretary Ray LaHood said in a statement.
The NHSTA is still reviewing more than 120,000 pages of documents
to determine whether the automaker has complied with all its legal
obligations, the department said in the statement.
Toyota still faces civil liability cases in several states.
BOSTON

Ford Transit Connect Gets Green
Light for Taxi Service
Boston became the first city in the country to approve the Ford Transit
Connect Taxi for service, which will allow cab owners to purchase the
vehicles for their fleets.
“We’re very impressed with the Transit Connect,” BPD Licensing
Division Director Mark said in a press release. “It’s the closest thing to a
purpose-built vehicle for taxi use that I’ve seen in 25 years.”
continued on next page

The 2011 Ford Transit Connect Taxi at its 2010 Chicago Auto Show
unveiling
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Ford Transit Connect Gets
Green Light for Taxi Service
from previous page
The Transit Connect has a 2-liter four-cylinder gas engine and automatic transmission, delivering an estimated
30 percent better fuel economy than Crown Victoria. Liquefied and compressed natural gas versions have also been
produced.
In the taxi version, the rear seat
is moved back
three inches. It
has vinyl seats
for durability.
“The
size,
shape and configuration of the
Transit Connect
make it comfortable for both
driver and passengers,” Cohen
noted.
“When
the Ford Crown
Victoria goes out of production next year the taxi industry
here in Boston and throughout the country is going to be
looking for alternatives. I think the Transit Connect Taxi
fits the bill.”
The gasoline version of the cabs is expected to be available some time this year.

“The size, shape

and configuration
of the Transit

Connect make it
comfortable for
both driver and
passengers”

FRAMINGHAM

Midway Motors
Reinstatement Bid
Unsuccessful
Chrysler announced this month that it has won its case
against three dealerships seeking reinstatement, including
Midway Motors of Framingham.
“Chrysler Group is pleased the arbitrators agreed with
the difficult dealer decisions made during the bankruptcy
proceedings. Chrysler presented evidence during the
arbitration hearings that demonstrated the Company
employed sound business judgment in restructuring its
dealer network,” Chrysler said in a statement.
“Chrysler is confident the difficult decisions made
during bankruptcy will continue to position the Company
for sustainable success and, ultimately, will enable the
Company to repay the U.S. Taxpayer in a timely manner.”
MAY 2010
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Rodman to Sell Route 1
Location
Rodman Ford Lincoln Mercury announced late last month it
plans to sells its 72,312-square-foot store, across from Gillette
stadium.
While the real estate company selling the property has not listed
an asking price, the location is considered to be valuable real
estate. In addition to being across from Patriot Place, a proposed
biotechnology park is also nearby.
The dealership plans to move to a new site about a mile away.
“We’re downsizing, just like everybody else,” GM Curtis Rodman
told The Attleboro Sun Chronicle. “But we’re still going to be
there, hopefully for another 50 years.”
“Ford is thriving during a difficult time in the automotive
industry,” owner Don Rodman added. “We intend to thrive in the
local market, as well, by reducing our overhead and consolidating
capacity without sacrificing the outstanding service we are known
for.”
The move is expected to occur on June 1, with the new location
housing the service and used car sales departments in addition to
new vehicle sales.
Rodman’s Collision Center, not located with the current store,
will remain at its current location.
MALDEN

DEDHAM

Owen Lincoln Mercury
Receives 2009
President’s Award
Owen Lincoln Mercury was recently recognized with
The 2009 President’s Award by Ford Motor Company.
The prestigious award honors dealerships that have
excelled in automotive retailing in 2009, by providing
exceptional customer service and satisfaction.
Ford honored 380 Ford and Lincoln Mercury dealers
across the country this year for delivering a superior
customer experience in both sales and service.
“Earning this award is a reflection of our entire
staff’s commitment to delivering the best customer
experience possible,” Owen Lincoln Mercury GM
Peter A. Hern said in a press release. “This prestigious
award means a great deal to us and we are honored to
receive this important recognition.”

Davidson Chevrolet Site to
Become Athletic Facility
The Mystic Valley Charter School recently purchased the site
of the former Davidson Chevrolet dealership and plans to turn the
property into an athletic facility.
School Treasurer Fran Brown said the $4.4 million purchase is
the culmination of a 10-year search.
“The Davidson property is by far the largest piece of property that
we have acquired
and although we
have
preliminary
plans, which we will
release soon, it gives
us significant longterm
flexibility,”
Brown told Boston.
com.
While there is
no word on when
construction
will
begin, the property
was razed as part of
The former Davidson Chevrolet location in
2009
the sale agreement.

WESTBOROUGH

Dealer Takes Advantage of
Solar Stimulus
Fifty-six small business projects received $4 million in rebates
from the Commonwealth Solar Stimulus program last month,
including Dan’s Jeep Chrysler Dodge in Westborough.
The dealership is slated to have solar panels installed to save
money on electric bills.
Owner Dan Tortora told The Worcester Business Journal he
had been considering installing solar panels, and that the rebates
helped him decide to go ahead.
“It’s a positive thing for the environment and for us
economically,” Tortora told the Journal. “I’m basically going to
guarantee my electric rates at a steady level for 20 years, that’s a
great deal.”
Tortora said he will receive a $124,000 rebate for the 100
kilowatts project.
More information about the program is available at www.
masscec.com/index.cfm?pid=10857.
www.msada.org Massachusetts Auto Dealer MAY 2010
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NEWS from Around the Horn
IN MEMORIAM

NASHVILLE, Tenn.

Nissan Leaf Orders Exceeding Capacity
Shortly after announcing that reservations were being taken for the zero-emission
Nissan Leaf, expected in December, the company’s Chief Executive Carlos Ghosn
said this month that orders are exceeding production capacity.
Those signing up online for potential ownership are being vetted by the company,
answering questions on driving patterns and lifestyle. According to the Wall Street
Journal, the vehicles will be available on a limited basis only until 2012.

Eugene J. Ribakoff
Worcester auto dealer,
philanthropist
Eugene Ribakoff, former owner of
the Harr Motor Group, died last month
in Florida at 84. He leaves behind a
successful dealership network and a legacy
of philanthropy around the world.
Ribakoff bought the Worcester-based
Harr dealerships with the late Leo Malboeuf
in 1948, and began the leasing company
AMI in 1952. The dealership group
currently includes two locations and five
franchises, including Toyota and Chrysler.
AMI was sold to Ford Credit in 1999.
After finding success in the automotive
business, Ribakoff became involved in
philanthropic efforts that included serving
for eight years as president and chairman of
the JDC, the largest Jewish humanitarian
organization in the world.
Ribakoff’s son, Charles, currently owns
the Harr Motor Group.
“He was the kind of man who wanted
to take care of people,” Charles said of his
father. “He didn’t care about spotlight.”
In addition to Charles, Ribakof is survived
by his wife Stephanie, his son Charles’ wife
Patty, his daughter Betsy Sheerr (Richard),
seven grandchildren (Ben and his wife
Elizabeth; Deborah and her husband Zach;
Jack, Corky, Nicki, Lauren, and Melanie),
and three great-grandchildren (Charles,
Mia, and Noah). He was predeceased by his
previous wife, Corky, in 1998.
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BOSTON

Bentley Muslanne Unveiled at Boston Harbor Hotel
The
flagship
Bentley
Muslanne was unveiled at the
Boston Harbor Hotel earlier
this month, with the great
granddaughter of the company
attending the event with Herb
Chambers.
The Muslanne features
satellite navigation, Bluetooth
compatibility and a 60 gigabyte
audio-video hard drive.
The MSRP is $285,000.
They are custom built, with
orders
reportedly
taking
around nine weeks.
Chambers told the Boston
Globe he plans on purchasing
one. “I’m projecting we’ll sell
60 Bentleys this year, if we can
get them,” he told the paper.
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NADA Update

by Ray Ciccolo

Dealers Tell Senators: ‘Wall Street Reform Bill Hurts
Consumers, Local Dealerships and Economic Recovery’
WASHINGTON – More than 100 new-car dealers were
in Washington at the end of April to take an important message directly to their Senators: that over-regulating auto
dealers and imposing new fees and other burdens will curb
access to credit for middle-class families that need to buy
a car or truck to get to work. It will also slow the economic recovery.
Senate Democrats and Republican leaders agreed to start
debate in early May on the Wall Street reform bill, including
an amendment sponsored by Sen. Sam Brownback, R-Kan.
The Brownback amendment would preserve the ability of
dealers to provide affordable financing for their customers.
Proponents of the proposed Bureau of Consumer Financial
Protection want to include dealers in the agency’s oversight,
which would likely limit or eliminate dealer-assisted financing, says NADA Legislative Affairs.
“We are up against very powerful forces, with the Obama
administration, Department of Defense and consumer
groups attempting to give senators the impression that dealer-assisted financing is detrimental to consumers,” says David Regan, NADA vice president of legislative affairs.
Dealers are responding by making it clear that they aren’t
banks but simply serve to connect car buyers with willing
lenders. Moreover, dealers on the Hill told senators they had
nothing to do with the problems caused by Wall Street and
big banks.
“Shouldn’t the Wall Street reform bill focus on those who
were responsible for last year’s credit fiasco?” said NADA
Chairman Ed Tonkin. “We were victims of that crisis, not
the cause.”
Tonkin added that a there are already strict state and federal laws in place which seek to stamp out discrimination,
protect consumers’ privacy, and prevent abusive business
practices.
“These same regulations will remain under the Brownback amendment,” Tonkin said. “What’s more, all the banks,
finance companies and credit unions that actually make car
loans will have to comply with the rules of the BCFP.
“With too many unnecessary rules and restrictions, dealers might simply give up providing on-site financing options, and who does that hurt? The average Joe and Jane
Car-Buyer,” Tonkin said. “This is just one of the unintended
consequences that many fail to recognize.”
NADA Legislative Affairs is urging every dealer to call
both of their senators and ask them to support the Brownback amendment. Senators can be reached through the Capitol switchboard at (202) 224-3121. Dealers are also urged
to provide NADA with examples of how they have helped

their customers find reasonably priced financing. Send these
anecdotes to NADA at legislative@nada.org. For more information on the Brownback amendment, visit www.nada.
org/brownback or call (202) 547-5500.

In other legislative and regulatory news …
NADA University Offers Red Flags Help as
June 1 Enforcement Date Draws Near
With the revised June 1, 2010, enforcement date for the
FTC Red Flags Rule rapidly approaching, dealers should
make sure that their required Identity Theft Prevention Programs (ITPPs) incorporate all of their covered accounts;
include all relevant Red Flags; contain effective response
and detection procedures; address all of the Rule’s other requirements; and are appropriately tailored to their particular operations. NADA University has three resources to help
you determine if your dealership is adequately prepared:
Driven Management Series: A Dealer Guide to the
FTC Red Flags and Address Discrepancy Rules: Protecting Against Identity Theft
This 90-page guide explains the two rules, focusing on the
Red Flags Rule, and provides detailed information, FAQs
and a step-by-step compliance chart. The guide includes a
sample ITPP, worksheets, and other materials to assist dealers in developing and maintaining written ITPPs specific to
their dealerships. Driven guides are free to NADA and ATD
members. After completing your free enrollment in NADA
University, go to the Training Center, click on NADA-ATD
Resource Toolbox, then the Driven tab. You’ll find the “Red
Flags Guide” under “Legal.”
Online Course: Red Flags: Stopping Identity Thieves
Before They Strike
This new online course takes an interactive approach to
teaching all aspects of the Red Flags Rule, utilizing activities, visual enhancements and testing to reinforce learning.
Free in 2010 to NADA and ATD members, the course offers
members-only downloads of a sample ITPP, sample compliance report, and two sets of worksheets dealers can use
to accomplish account identification and risk assessment
and to identify, detect and respond to Red Flags. After completing your free enrollment in NADA University, go to the
Training Center, click on NADA-ATD Learning Hub, then
“Legal/Regulatory.”
Webinar Archive: A Deeper Dive Into the FTC Red
Flags Rule
This 2009 webinar features attorneys from the FTC’s

•

•

•
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Division of Privacy and Identity Protection, which drafted
and enforces the Red Flags Rule, along with NADA
Regulatory Affairs Director Paul Metrey. The panel
recaps the required elements of the Rule, focusing on
implementation considerations for dealers. During a Q&A
session, webinar attendees pose their questions directly to
the FTC attorneys. This webinar archive is available through
the NADA U Store for $99 for dealers who do not have a
NADAvt subscription.
A NADAvt subscription is available for $199/month per
rooftop with annual new-vehicle volume less than 300 units.
The NADAvt and $399/month for rooftops with volume
over 300 units, a NADAvt subscription gives you and all
your employees access to all NADA and ATD online courses (20+ by year-end), all NADA and ATD convention workshops, all educational webinars produced—and more. Visit www.NADAUniversity.com for details, or call NADA U
Customer Service at 800.557.6232.

•

Congress Extends COBRA Subsidy
to May 31
The 2009 stimulus bill included a provision that provided a 65 percent subsidy on COBRA insurance premiums for
certain workers who lost their jobs in late 2008 and 2009.
This benefit has been extended and, as a result, workers who
are involuntarily terminated between Sept. 1, 2008, and
May 31, 2010, may be eligible for the subsidy.

In other NADA news…
‘Entrepreneurial Spirit’ Leads Nation’s Truck
Dealers through Crisis, ATD Chairman Says
at Convention in Orlando
Like many in the U.S. trucking industry, the nation’s new
heavy- and medium-duty truck dealers were hit hard by
the recession, the chairman of the American Truck Dealers (ATD) told attendees at the 47th annual ATD Convention & Expo in Orlando, Fla., on April 24. But the dealers’ “incredible entrepreneurial spirit” led them through
the worst, said ATD Chairman Kyle Treadway, president of
Kenworth Sales Co. in Salt Lake City, Utah. “We’re here today because each of us learned over the past three years to
assess the situation, inventory our resources, prioritize the
needs and plan accordingly,” Treadway said. And despite
the many hardships still facing the industry – with more than
4,000 fleets in bankruptcy and 160,000 trucks sidelined –
truck dealers have emerged stronger and better positioned
to succeed, he said.
“The crisis also afforded dealers a rare opportunity to
shed light on the important role they play in their communities, states and the nation as a whole,” he said. Other news
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emerging from the convention:
Commercial truck dealer John “Jack” Saum of Maryland
was named the American Truck Dealers/Heavy Duty Trucking Truck Dealer of the Year.
The 2011 Hino 268 and Peterbilt Model 384 were named
winners of the ATD Commercial Truck of the Year awards
for medium- and heavy-duty trucks for 2010.

•

•

Academy Graduates 21st ATD Class at
ATD Convention
Richard Sweebe, 2009 Truck Dealer of the Year, addressed the ATD Academy 2010 graduating class at the ATD
Convention in Orlando on April 23. This class is the 21st
to complete the Academy curriculum for truck dealers and
managers. The Academy has revised its curriculum to meet
today’s industry challenges and is introducing the use of the
new 20 Group online composite as a valuable analysis and
business planning tool throughout the 11-month program.
The Academy is accepting enrollment applications now for
the limited available space in classes starting in May and
June. May 10 is the start date for DCA class 166, and May
17 begins GDM 082. DCA 167 begins on June 7, and ATD
023 begins June 21. Go to www.NADAUniversity.com for
more information.

NADA-ATD 20 Group Offers Sample
Composites Online
Now prospective 20 Group members can see for themselves what NADA’s Online Composite and Management
Tools can do. Car dealers can explore a demo composite at
www.nada20group.org. Just go to the Member Login section, enter username 331153841 and password @81689.
Truck dealers enter username 331154949 and password
3241*6. New 20 Groups are forming: A new Kia group is
being launched this month, and an Infiniti group is launching in July. An Audi group, an Acura group, and a Lexus
General Managers and General Sales Managers group are
being formed. NADA-ATD 20 Group is working with several OEMs to develop additional 20 Groups.
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Ray Ciccolo, Village Auto Group,
represents MSADA members on
the NADA board of directors.
He welcomes your questions and
concerns (rjciccolo@aol.com).
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